STUDENT INFORMATION FORM

Please print clearly:

__________________________________________
name of participating student

__________________________________________
high school

__________________________________________
city/town/zip                     grade

TOPIC ASSIGNED TO THE STUDENT (CHECK ONE)

___environment      ___immigration       ___trade      ___terrorism      ___proliferation

TO BE COMPLETED BY PARENT OR GUARDIAN:
I/We understand that as part of our child’s participation in the Capitol Forum, photos, videos, and quotations may be taken for use in publications and reports about the program. We further understand that members of the news media invited to cover the program may take photos, videos and quotations. We grant permission to use such materials for the promotion of the program.

__________________________________________
signature of parent or guardian       date

• INFORMATION PROVIDED ON THIS FORM IS USED TO CREATE CERTIFICATES AND NAMETAGES FOR THE STUDENTS.

• PLEASE FILL OUT THIS FORM CLEARLY AND COMPLETELY.

• MAIL THE FORM BY MARCH 22, 2007 TO CAROL COE AT
  6615 38TH AVENUE SW
  SEATTLE, WA 98126